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Directions by Ross St Quintin
director@icenihog.com

Hello Team Iceni

Welcome to Iceni Times Michaelmas Edition. As we start to feel the weather cool
down and a few welcome showers at this time of national reflection, following the
passing of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, we too, can also look back at a fabulous
year of riding and activities.

But, you guessed it…. we ain’t finished yet!

With the main rallies now drifting into our memories we have some great things planned as we head
towards the winter months.

Our next chapter meeting has been changed to Wednesday 5th October to coincide with a Tech
and Safety Night. There will be the usual Chapter announcements and updates, accompanied by a great
Technical Talk by Mike our Master Technician. We will also be welcoming Andy Micklethwaite who
organises the Police Bike Safe Courses….All of this and some nice buffet food and drinks…. You just
know it’s going to be a great night! The evening will be starting from 5:30 and the Chapter meeting will
be at 7pm. Don’t miss out; it’s going to be an interesting evening!

What an incredible summer and riding season we’ve all had, with lots of experiences to share and of
course plans to make for 2023. There are a significant number of rallies and events starting to appear
on the early 2023 calendar, which we will be sharing with everyone very soon. It is important to remem-
ber that 2023 represents the 120th Anniversary of Harley-Davidson so there will be a lot of planning to
do…

Another very important date for your diary is Saturday 19th November which is going to be the Iceni
Chapter, end of Season Party… Don’t miss out!!

As always, please remember, we are always receptive to further suggestions for rides and events, so
make sure you step up and let us have your ideas...!

Thank you to everyone involved in setting up our great range of activities so far. This represents a truly
amazing team effort. Make sure you don’t miss out on all the fun, buckle up and get involved, there’s
more to come…!

Our Ride Outs and Activities schedule continues to provide lots of choice and is set to continue through
into the autumn and winter months, along with an increasing number of ‘Save The Date’ notices for
2023.

Thanks to Andy and the Road Crew who are busy providing plenty of rides… They are all loaded onto
our Google calendar so please remind yourselves what’s coming up by logging on the Iceni website at
https://icenihog.com/events/ If in doubt please always call or drop a line to one of the committee mem-
bers to check out what’s going on; it’s really easy to keep a close eye on our e-comms and the Iceni
calendar for more details nearer the time. Of course, all our riding and event communications will con-
tinue to reach you via our calendar on www.icenihog.com, email bulletins and of course the much-loved
texts directly to your mobile.

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to wish Darren Falgate every success with his career change
and offer a warm welcome to Keith as he picks up the Head of Business role for Norwich. As mentioned
last time always remember to chat through your thoughts when considering changing your bike or buy-
ing some more goodies with Keith and the team… The guys are there to provide support and can only
do so if we communicate with them. All feedback is warmly welcome…!
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Editorial by Colin Prestwich
editor@icenihog.com

Salutations and welcome to the Michaelmas issue of the Iceni Times, the
penultimate one of the year. There will be a bit of a hiatus before the
Christmas issue, giving you plenty of time to think up entries for the
caption competition. Talking of which, with just one issue to go it’s neck
and neck between Jon T and Pete K both of whom have accumulated
12 points so far over the year.

As we had such a good spell of weather over the summer I ventured to
Cirencester on my Low Rider this year (normally I only take my Sport
Glide on tour) so I was delighted to be captured on film by a member of
the Hogsback Chapter, Nina.

The front cover of this souvenir issue is a picture of Sophie Pearce laying her flowers at the gates of
Sandringham Castle (more photos inside). The banner at the top of the front page was taken at the
recent Lindum Concursum Rally (spa weekend).

Inside we have a great article on a trip to Ireland by Kate Presland, Jon Taylor
on the new Nightster, merchandise news and photos galore from Creake
Abbey, Cirencester, Felixstowe and Sheringham. We also have introductions
from new members Carl and Gary. Mike Oxborough, our safety officer, has
pulled together some very useful information about filtering.

Regular features in this issue include the latest from Ber St, Dave’s corner,
Iceni Eric by Brian Lee, the Hogoscope with a mystery guest astrologer and
the ever popular caption competition. It’s just jam-packed!

As ever I would welcome anything you can contribute to future issues. Please
send anything you have to editor@icenihog.com .

I hope you find this issue as entertaining and informative as ever.

Be seeing you,

Colin
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With so many things still planned, I really look forward to catching up with you
in the coming weeks and thank you for your support and involvement with
Iceni Chapter Norfolk #7822

Looking forward to riding with you really soon.

Let’s continue making it fun…!

Cheers, Ross StQ, Chapter Director, Mobile 07802 800180

PS Don’t forget to pass your mileage to either Yvonne Owers or Ron Eaglen. They will need your
name, HOG number, full VIN number, model, registration and mileage! If you are unsure they have the
correct details, please email them through and they can check. Also, if you have more than one bike or
have changed your bike, please make sure Ron and/or Yvonne know. If you have a pillion who also has
a HOG number, they can claim their miles, too. Contact: mileage@icenihog.com
On a separate note, don’t forget to get your A-to-Z challenge evidence to Yvonne soon.



Safety Corner
with Mick Oxborough

For safety corner this month I thought I would draw attention to all the different
training courses and safety information and present them here in the magazine
for easy reference. Please take the time to refresh your memory or even con-
sider re-taking some of the courses to make sure your skills are up to date.

As part of the ongoing training for the Iceni Chapter we would like to run both
a first aid course and a biker down course during the riding off season on a
Saturday. To make this possible we need to gauge the interest in these
courses, so we need you all to say YES/ NO I'm interested/not interested in
a first aid course or YES/NO I'm interested/not interested in a biker down
course. Dates will be confirmed once we have interested numbers.

Also, we would recommend all new members read the group riding recom-
mendations as their reference to group riding in the chapter, and also for those that need to refresh their
memory. See below for details.

Group Ride Refreshers

All members are recommended to take part on our free to attend Group Refresher Rides which will take
place early in the new 2023 riding season. Watch out for dates. In the meantime please make sure you
read and understand the Iceni Group Riding Recommendations booklet available as a download from
our web site or upon request from any member of the Road Crew. It’s available online at www.icenihog
.com . Just click on the Membership info tab and then the Group riding instructions tab.

First Aid Course

Another course open to all members, previously run by our own Chapter member Ken Aldridge. Ken is
a formally qualified paramedic training instructor and has delivered training to a wide range of delegates
including many front-line service channels including NHS and military personnel. The course provides
all successful applicants with a formal 'First Aid in the Workplace' certification although the course has
a focus on road traffic and motorcycle incidents.

In previous years the course has been run at Route 11 on the A11 North bound NR17 2PU. The cost is
normally approx £25.00 and should include a meal. The course should take us most of the day to ap-
proximately 4.30pm with comfort and lunch breaks (times to be confirmed).

We are looking to run this course towards the end of this year after the riding season, so please contact
me (michael.oxborough@hotmail.co.uk) to register interest either way as soon as possible.

Biker Down Course

This course is open to all Iceni Chapter members not just riders. The course is held at the Norfolk Fire
and Rescue service building Bowthorpe Training and development centre Barnard Road, Bowthorpe
NR5 9JB.

The course covers:

� Managing the scene of an accident
� Providing some initial first aid
� Making sure you visibly see as much as you should and that you can be seen by other road

users

It’s FREE to attend the course. However, a donation is welcome to the Fire and Rescue Charities on the
day. Again, please contact me (michael.oxborough@hotmail.co.uk) to register interest either way as
soon as possible.
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Two More New Members
Carl and Gary introduce themselves
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I am 59 years old. I have not ridden for a number of years due to work commitments.
I am a former Marine Engineer in the Submarine Service (13 Years) now a self-employed Consulting
Engineer installing gas turbines (jet engines) at power stations around the world. Long spells away and
long spells at home, I like to refer to it as semi-retirement.
Getting back into motorcycles it just had to be a HD. I had an 883 for 18 months before I outgrew it and
now ride the 2022 Street Bob. I just love its lines, lack of clutter and wind-in-the-face experience... I am
married with two grown up girls and a mad American blue Staffy. I am a paddle sports leader and regu-
larly teach children the basics of canoe, kayak and SUPs via the Air Training Corps where my wife is an
officer at Lowestoft. On the few rides I have been on I have been not only welcomed but feel like I have
been with Iceni for ages and am proud to put the patch on my cut.
Thank you all very much.
Carl Cameron

My journey looking for a Harley started about four years ago. I did all my research and decided I wanted
a Fat Boy. Then life got in the way. Fast forward to 2022, the longing was even stronger.
I started looking but could not decide what style of fatty I wanted. Did I want lots of shiny chrome or the
blacked-out look? I decided I wanted chrome.

The search began. All the usual sites, eBay, Auto
Trader, Facebook and Harley Davidson Dealers
took a bashing as I eagerly searched, and then I
found it, all shiny, bright and gleaming looking
back at me from Harley-Davidson Maidstone web
page. The next day I eagerly awaited 9:30 when I
the dealership opened, praying it hadn't already
been sold. I asked the question, was it still avail-
able? Holding my breath waiting for the answer.
Yes, it was still available. I quickly placed my de-
posit, quickly followed up by “When can I pick it
up?” and so my journey began. That was four
weeks ago and the smile just gets bigger...

Kind regards,

Gary Booker



The New Nightster
By Jon Taylor

While my Pan Am was in for its 5k ser-
vice I was lent the new Nightster. First
impression is that it is small. I’m over 6ft
tall with a long leg and after the height
of my Pan Am this is like a little toy.
However, let’s not look at it from my per-
spective and how it fits into the range.
At 27.1 inches seat height this is ideal
for the shorter rider and for someone
new to motorcycling looking to get their
first H-D. Weighing 218 kilos but all low-
down weight it is easy to kick off the
side stand and move around. Anyone
worried about the weight of the bike
won’t find it an issue. It is powered by
the new Revolution Max 975 cc V-twin
with 90 HP and fully water-cooled. This
engine will probably be rolled out across
the range as the old air-cooled engine is
phased out due to more stringent emis-
sions targets. I know Harley have had to
do this to survive but this means the tra-
ditional “potato potato” engine noise
has also gone. Even with various ex-

haust options now available for the
new engine it’s just not the same.
How the traditional client base will
adapt to the new engines remains to
be seen.

The handlebar controls are similar to my Pan Am, just not so
many of them. Keyless start with a kill switch combined with a
start button fires the bike into life. It is quiet to meet modern noise
regulations. The clutch is light and the gearbox lovely compared
to the old clunky heavy clutch systems of old. There is a single
round instrument display with LCD characters. There is a toggle
function on the left handlebar to change the display as needed.
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On the move it is responsive and you can change the engine modes between normal, sport and wet as
needed. It also has abs, traction control and engine braking control. Considering its fat tyres back and
front it moves around easily on the road. There is only a single seat so no extra weight to contend with
from a pillion. I think it would be too cramped to wedge in a second person anyway. The foot pegs are
kind of mid-mounted and the handlebars of a standard flat tracker design. Front forks are by Showa with
a traditional twin shock rear-end. Single front Brembo brake with single rear disc gives the bike plenty
of stopping power. No screen as standard so it’s all in your face as you ride. Optional screens are avail-
able. On the road it has plenty of power with good road manners. If you’re as tall as me this bike prob-
ably won’t suit you. My nether regions went numb fairly quickly, but shorter riders will find this bike suits
them well. Compared to the old Sportster this is faster, more powerful, more nimble, better on fuel,
handles better with a decent level of modern tech. At £12,995 it’s not the cheapest compared with other
rivals but is cheaper than the Indian Scout Rogue, it’s nearest rival. However, as we know you just don’t
buy a Harley, you get a family and social life like no other. That you can’t put a price on.

So, in conclusion if you want a starter Harley and are of shorter frame this is an ideal entry point into the
world of Harley. Try it out, it will surprise you and if you hear people saying Harleys are big and heavy
slow plodders, you know where to point them!
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Dave’s Corner
Points and Gaps

If you’ve ever owned a car or motorcycle with points, you will
know they can be temperamental and leave you stranded on
the side of the road. This has happened to me twice in the
past; on a 1962 Duo-Glide Panhead I owned back in the late
1980’s -- the adjusting screw came loose as I was coming
home in the dark and closed the points up, causing the motor
to backfire and eventually stop. That was fun, adjusting the
points gap on the side of a dark road! The other time I broke
down the condenser packed up and the bike wouldn’t start
(but I carried spares because you had to), but amazingly it
was working before I switched it off.

The condenser absorbs the energy and prevents arcing
between the points each time they open. As it fails the points
can be damaged from excessive sparking, and the motor
won’t run as smoothly as it should, especially if the distributor
timing is retarded. Old Harleys have manual advance and
retard, operated by the left hand twist grip. Retarding the
ignition helps to prevent the kick starter pedal kicking back
when starting, and as a minimum spraining your ankle, and
then catching Tourettes.

So, hopefully to prevent any of the above, I replaced the points with an Ebeyond 2000 electronic ignition
from the USA. This involved taking the points holder of the distributor off the fixed base, removing the
old wiring, points and condenser, and replacing with the new electronic kit.

It was lucky I did as the original inner core wire that runs from the distributor to the positive side of the
coil, when I stripped the wire out of the outer cloth cover, was bare in places!! (Most of the wiring on the
bike has now been replaced with only the odd original piece under the dash remaining).

The fitting took about an hour and is completely hidden and, to the untrained eye, no one would know it
has a modern system with no moving parts or ever needing to be cleaned nor the points gap adjusted.
The system is very well thought-out and well-made and quite easy to fit really. The only downside is it
doesn’t make it any easier to kick start, but that’s most likely down to the carburettor as the old Linkert
carbs are very temperamental, or even the plumber-style intake manifold, but that’s another story….
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Cartoon Corner
with Brian Lee



Events Calendar
for the remainder of the year
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Brand Iceni
with Jon Taylor -– merchandising@icenihog.com

Our first clothing order has finally been delivered and what a spectacle they are!

The suppliers did have some issues with supply themselves, seems the Covid effect is still causing prob-
lems even with clothing.

We are now looking to input our next order so if you want some of this fantastic clothing please let me
know.

However, if you don’t want to wait I have the following in stock:

• Grey Soft Shell Jacket in medium, will fit male and female fine.

• Black Soft Shell Jacket in medium, will fit male and female.

• Black Polo in large, gents only.

• Long sleeved T-Shirt in white in medium, will fit male and female.

• Black Polo in XS, will fit male and female.

• V Neck T Shirt in white, large, ladies only.

We also now have large Brown Eagle back patches and large rockers in stock as needed. (See over)



Merchandise
Iceni Models
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Creake Abbey
With the Iceniors
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Felixstowe with the Fenlanders
30th July
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Cirencester Rally
11th – 14th August
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Sandringham
11th September
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Sheringham
18th September
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Ireland by Kate Presland
Do you like the colour green? If yes, then this holiday is for you!

Ireland, a trip to remember, which I had the pleasure of sharing with Jane Goodley, Paul Welch & Andy
Cubbage.

Meeting an Irishman as we returned to our bikes on the overnight ferry from Liverpool to Belfast (I am
no longer a virgin to boat cabin travel) and debating whether to put on our wets, his words were ‘we
have rain in between our showers’, so we copied him and put them on. Guess it's what makes Ireland
so green! How lucky were we, though, that we only saw a few showers the first three days and the rest
of the trip was spent in the heatwave that England was also experiencing. Shame we did not all think
to take mesh jackets!!

That first day we visited Cushendun to view the caves (made famous by Lord of the Rings). Lunch is
where Paul discovered he likes pancakes with bacon and maple syrup and where we witnessed a bus
driver reverse into a cyclist that had dismounted his bike on the bridge to look at the river. We also
stopped at the Giant’s Causeway, which is quite a spectacular sight, almost to the point of saying it is
unreal, looking like it was manmade rather than an amazing creation of nature. Our resting place was
in Portrush, with dinner in the Harbour Bistro. Who knew I liked Guinness? Well, I never knew until this
day and thought this holiday was going to be remembered for the eating and drinking that was already
well underway!

I was wrong. What this holiday was going to be
remembered for the most was day two when Andy and I
had the honour of being witnesses as, after 21 years of
being together, Jane gave up her name Goodley to marry
Paul and become Mrs Welch. This took place at Coleraine
register office. With a quick change for them out of their
biking gear in the car park, we went to the ceremony room
but as there was an alarm that was broken and ringing out,
the registrar decided to move the service outside on to the
patio. It was a beautiful sunny morning with boats on the
river in the background, so a perfect setting for the ‘I dos’.
It was a lovely and emotional service, followed by Jane and
Paul phoning their families to tell them their good news.

Yes, it was a surprise to all, not just ICENI. Congratulations to you both. Now time to Honeymoon oh
with myself & Andy in tow!

Wild Atlantic Way here we come

Andy and I headed off to Mallin Head with Mr & Mrs
Welch in tow. This is the most northernly point in
Ireland, even though this is located in Southern
Ireland. To get there we used a roll-on roll-off ferry that
went over Lough Foyle. It was windy up the top of the
Head and we sheltered out of the rain in some old
ruins, with some coffee, cookies and cakes. There we
met others sheltering, who were is disbelief that Jane
and Paul had that morning tied the knot. From there
we went on a spectacular route, the Gap of Mamore,
to get to back our hotel.



Over the rest of the holiday honeymoon, we visited
may places of interest, with super routes including
grass centre roads and hair-pin bends with passing
places rather than two lanes. We had sweeping
mountain and valley views, with sun-glistening lakes
and lochs. The hedges had splashes of pink and
purple with the wild fuchsias and the grass verges
full of Harley orange Crocosmia (a pretty orange
flower). All of this was constantly making your eyes
sore as the scenery was just so stunningly beautiful,
no matter what direction you looked in as you
swerved a sheep or two in the road ahead. Our
resting places were a mixture of B&Bs and hotels
that we can give you reviews on if you need them.

With plenty of little micro comfort breaks,many that included some form of refreshments or a short walk,
this was the route that we took:

Portrush –Gweedore. We stopped in Londonderry and walked the city wall, lots of historical information
boards to read and cannons to view, great photo opportunities. Looking out over the wall there were
lots of murals that showed the past troubles the country has endured. From there we headed off to
Fanad Head lighthouse, which is surrounded by natural beauty.

Gweedore – Bundoran gave us amazing roads again with a small stop at Malinmore Court Tomb from
3000 BC . The hotel had an amazing view overlooking the sea that could compete with the view from
the hotel window in Hermanus Bay South Africa. We watched as the sun set, and I watched the sunrise
as Andy lay there snoring!

Bundoran – Castlebar had more amazing roads and scenery,
where we visited Erris Head which is located in the very north of
the Mullet Penninsula. Castlebar being the county town of
County Mayo.

Castlebar – Gallway. Andy was poorly (I won’t give you any
details on that as you might be eating a meal as you read this!!),
which meant we cut the journey short while Paul and Jane did
the full coastal route. Turns out we missed some more
spectacular views.

The next day we took a day off the bikes at Galway and had a
lazy time taking in the sights on a sightseeing tour bus. We did a little shopping but could only bring
home items that would fit in a pannier (I am sure that is why Andy only wants holidays on the bike), so
Christmas tree decorations were purchased that will remind us each year of this fabulous trip.

Gallway – Dingle included a ride along Corkscrew Hill, which
does what its title implies as it corkscrews around sharp
bends. This took us onto the Cliffs of Moher which was a

rather hot walk
from the car park to
the cliff viewing
area dressed in
bike gear. Connor
Pass was next
which is 3.5 miles
long and has an
elevation of 1167ft
giving panoramic
views of the valley below.



Today also included a small ferry ride. We off-loaded our bags at the B&B and went on to Slea-Head
Drive which is a three-mile loop around the Western peninsular of Dingle. That night, in the evening
sunshine, we enjoyed a picnic in the garden of the B&B, washed down with wine and beers. Paul made
a new friend in the owner's dog who thought, snuggled on the chair beside him, was a good place to
relax and check out if any titbits were on offer.

Dingle – Killarney offered the best riding day of the trip
as we had a good tip (thank you Jo Diamond) to make
sure we included the Gap of Dunloe, to go through the
middle of the Ring of Kerry rather than around it like we
had originally planned. Spectacular, splendid and a
challenging ride in places where we had to give way to
the jaunty cars (horse-drawn carriages). Make sure you
make the most of all the viewpoints if you ever do this
trip as they are all worth a stop. Our refreshment stop
this day was in Waterville (the place we’d been
recommended was shut but we found another café with
amazing cakes). After lunch we took a paddle in the
Atlantic Ocean. We had another stop at Ladies’ View
and the café there had the most stunning picturesque
view from its balcony.

We had another rest day in Killarney with a plan to go on a jaunty ride, starting with a coach pick up a
short walk away from our hotel but the trip turned into a disaster, when after almost two hours of hanging
around in the raging heat they admitted they did not have enough carriages for the number of people.
With Paul’s best complaining skills in place, we managed to get a full refund but had sadly lost two
thirds of our day of rest. Andy & I wandered around the town and Jane and Paul headed off to Ross
Castle (which turned out to be a longer walk than they had thought, but worth a visit).

Killarney – Cork was the longest riding day; a total of 197 miles that took us onto Healy Pass on our
way to Mizen Head, being the most southerly point of Ireland. Guess what? Beautiful scenery but you
must be tired of me telling you how spectacular it all is.

Cork – Rosslare. Paul and Jane took a shortcut to get to the
Waterford Harley dealership to check out Paul’s wobbly bike, while
we went a more scenic route via Blarney Castle. However, due to
time constraints we did not visit the inside. We met up at the
dealership at lunchtime and set off for Rosslare which included
another small ferry.

The final day was an early start as it was time to catch the ferry at
Rosslare – Fishguard and from there back in the UK it was then
onto the Cirencester Rally with Andy and Mr & Mrs Welch.

If you are thinking of doing the trip, it is said that you should do it
the opposite way around to this, which may be true but one thing I
CAN say is you most definitely should put this on your to-do list if
you have not already visited.

Cheers!

Kate



Hogoscope
with a mystery guest astrologer
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Aquarius: January 20th – February 19th

Although Aquarius means water-bearer the
zodiac animal for Aquarius is the owl and over
the coming days you will have an opportunity to
show that wisdom of yours. Think about it and
don’t get it wrong.

Pisces: February 20th – March 20th

You may be accused of being a cold fish, but
there’s nothing wrong with being a little less
demonstrative than everyone else. It shows
class. And remember, revenge is a dish best
served cold.nts)

Aries: March 21st – April 20th

Aries the ram, you may have horns but they’re
pretty useless. There’s no point in stamping your
foot or acting all aggressive because you’ll just
look silly. Stick to your knitting and don’t try to be
different from the rest of the herd.

Taurus: April 21st – May 21st

Are you going to lock horns with someone or
behave like a bull in a china shop? It’s better to
stand your ground than to go crashing around.
As ever, stop, think, and hold your ground.

Capricorn: December 21st – January 19th

No one can ever work out what kind of animal
you are. Fortunately, it is easy for you to maintain
the enigma because you don’t either. Just smile
politely and let all the idiots have their “joke.”

Libra: September 24th – October 23rd

Balance is all well and good when considering
the rights and wrongs of a situation but in
something that is on your mind at the moment
you’re in danger of just being indecisive. Get off
the fence.

Sagittarius: November 22nd – December 20th

You’re a Centaur with the speed and power of a
horse and the intelligence of a human. What
would some people give to be like you? Be
careful of that snake in the grass and just rise
above it.

Gemini: May 22nd – June 22nd

A twin’s relationship is immortal and you would
do anything for love. But as Meatloaf once sang
“I won’t do that” and if you’re not comfortable
with something, just refuse to do it. You’ll be
respected in the long run.

Leo: July 24th – August 23rd

You’re a lion, not a mouse. Give that mane of
yours a good grooming and walk around with
confidence because confidence, more than
anything else, gets you through all of life’s little
difficulties.

Scorpio: October 24th – November 21st

You’ve not had much luck recently and the sting
in the tail is that there’s one more piece of bad
news around the corner. Stoicism will get you
through. There’s bound to be a silver lining, so
look for it.

Cancer: June 23rd – July 23rd

The animal for Cancer is the crab, a much-
misunderstood animal who always has an
oblique angle on matters. But you’re not going to
change and people will eventually come to
accept your eccentricities.

Virgo: August 24th – September 23rd

The animal associated with Virgo is the elephant,
so don’t forget it. Be thankful that, although
you’re big and ugly, everybody loves you. Be
kind and it will always be reciprocated.

Sue is taking a break but she will be back for the Christmas issue



Caption Competition
The competition that keeps on giving

Can you think of a good caption for this photo-
graph? If so, please send it to editor@icenihog
.com .

As before there is no prize as such for winning this
competition but, as I always say, what better re-
ward than the glory of having your name and wit
published in this august magazine?

Also, as ever, if you have a photo which would
make a good caption competition then please
don’t hesitate to send it to me – ed.

Remember:
It is still possible to submit multiple captions (so
keep them coming) but, barring the occasional
random bonus, the aggregated scores will only
include each person’s best score from each cap-
tion. The scores so far are: Pete K: 12 points. Jon
T: 12 points. Mrs X: 9 points. Tom T: 3 points.

Last Time’s Winning Entries

Jon T: “Just practising my jazz hands for the Michael Bublé concert!” (1 point)

Pete K: “I have just come back fromAmerica,
everyone is this wide!” (1 point)

Jon T: “I don’t know what was in those cakes
but those pink dragons are huge!” (2 points)

Mrs X: "Welcome to the Annual Max Wall
Convention. “ (2 points)

Pete K: “It’s the white & white minstrel show!”
(2 points)

Max Bygraves: “You need hands.” (2 points)

Jon T: “Anyone else’s hands gone numb
after riding their bike?” (3 points)
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The Latest from Ber Street
with Keith Foster

Hi All,

A bit of an unusual update this month; as you may already be aware our Head of Business, Darren, is
sadly leaving the business and as a result I have been asked to replace him. I have accepted the role
and intend to perform to the best of my abilities. What I wish for is the continuation and growth of the link
between the Chapter and the Dealership. I now have Joe Martin (formerly BMW sales executive) as my
sales manager and he is ready to embrace all things Harley-Davidson -- this started with his attending
the recent Copdock Bike Show.

The rest of the team remains unchanged and will always do their best for you all; Baz on sales and
Jamie, Sam and Mike on aftersales.

It’s fairly quiet on the bike front re-
garding new product with the only re-
cent release being the very limited
edition El Diablo (only 1500) world-
wide -- this is based on the inbound
Low Rider ST.

More info on new bikes as they be-
come available. Bike availability is
still an ongoing issue, so, if you are
considering a change or upgrade,
even for next Spring, let us know as
we can always secure a bike with a
forward order.

We look forward to seeing you at the
Chapter Meeting / tech night, and
over the coming weeks.

Just a final note to all in the Chapter that have assisted and attended the bike nights at Ber Street, it
really is appreciated and we look forward to even more events next year.

Cheers,

Keith
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